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To Our Readers
BYU Studies publishes scholarship aligned with the restored gospel of Jesus Christ. We exist to inspire learning “by study and also by faith” (D&C 88:118) in three primary constituencies:

- Educated nonspecialist readers
- Scholars whose work merits publication in a venue committed to both revealed and discovered truth
- Students who gain experiential learning while making vital contributions
Articles

5  The Curse of the Covenant: The Deuteronomic Curses in the Book of Mormon
   T. J. Uriona

25  “They’re Just Rehearsing”: Gospel Methodology and the Humanities
    Rex P. Nielson

41  A Forensic and Historical Look at John Taylor’s Watch: Evidence of Divine Mercy
    Brian A. Warburton

75  It’s Not the End of the World; It’s Just the Apocalypse: The Book of Revelation in the Book of Mormon
    Nicholas J. Frederick and Joseph M. Spencer

99  Jesus and the Torah in Matthew: Beyond Replacement Theology
    Jordan Lavender

129 Lessons We Can Learn from the Mountain Meadows Massacre
    Richard E. Turley Jr.

139 Ten Views on the Falling Away
    John Gee

177 Liberty Jail: Seedbed for Eternal Temple Blessings
    Steven L. Olsen
Essays
68  Empty Spaces
     JoLyn Brown
125  She That Showed Him Mercy
     Ellis William LeRoy Jr.

Poetry
4  Fall Semester, Large Midwestern University
     Kevin Klein
40  Lines for the Forgotten Familiar:
     Living with Loss: My Spouse to Alzheimer’s
     Dixie L. Partridge
98  Lehi Tries to Explain
     John Alba Cutler
138  Black Sheep
     Merrijane Rice

Book Notice
200  Like a Fiery Meteor: The Life of Joseph F. Smith